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Introduction
1.

This determination by the ABAC Adjudication Panel (“the Panel”) concerns social
media posts featuring XXXX Summer Bright Lager by both Lion (“the Company”)
and also social influencers and arises from complaints received 6 September
2018.

2.

Alcohol marketing in Australia is subject to an amalgam of laws and codes of
practice, that regulate and guide the content and, to some extent, the placement
of marketing. Given the mix of government and industry influences and
requirements in place, it is accurate to describe the regime applying to alcohol
marketing as quasi-regulation. The most important provisions applying to alcohol
marketing are found in:
(a)

Commonwealth and State laws:
•

Australian Consumer Law – which applies to the marketing of all
products or services, and lays down baseline requirements, such
as that marketing must not be deceptive or misleading;

•

legislation administered by the Australian Communications and
Media Authority – which goes to the endorsement of industry
codes that place restrictions on alcohol advertising on free to air
television;

•

State liquor licensing laws – which regulate retail and wholesale
sale of alcohol, and contain some provisions dealing with alcohol
marketing;
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(b)

Industry codes of practice:
•

AANA Code of Ethics – which provides a generic code of good
marketing practice for most products and services, including
alcohol;

•

ABAC Responsible Alcohol Marketing Code (“ABAC”) – which is
an alcohol specific code of good marketing practice;

•

certain broadcast codes, notably the Commercial Television
Industry Code of Practice – which restricts when advertisements
for alcohol beverages may be broadcast;

•

Outdoor Media Association Code of Ethics – which places
restrictions on the location of alcohol advertisements on outdoor
sites such as billboards.

3.

The codes go either to the issue of the placement of alcohol marketing, the
content of alcohol or deal with both matters. The ABAC deals with both the
placement of marketing i.e. where the marketing was located or the medium by
which it was accessed and the content of the marketing irrespective of where the
marketing was placed. The ABAC scheme requires alcohol beverage marketers
to comply with placement requirements in other codes as well as meeting the
standards contained in the ABAC.

4.

For ease of public access, the Ad Standards provides a common entry point for
alcohol marketing complaints. Upon a complaint being received by the AS, a
copy of the complaint is supplied to the Chief Adjudicator of the ABAC.

5.

The complaint is independently assessed by the Chief Adjudicator and AS and
streamed into the complaint process that matches the nature of the issues raised
in the complaint. On some occasions, a single complaint may lead to decisions
by both the Ad Standards Community Panel under the AANA Code of Ethics and
the ABAC Panel under the ABAC if issues under both Codes are raised.

6.

The complaints raise concerns under the ABAC Code and accordingly are within
the Panel’s jurisdiction.

The Complaint Timeline
7.

The complaints were received on 6 September 2018.

8.

The Panel endeavour to determine complaints within 30 business days of receipt
of the complaint. These complaints were considered within that timeframe.

Pre-vetting Clearance
9.

The quasi-regulatory system for alcohol beverage marketing features
independent examination of most proposed alcohol beverage marketing
communications against the ABAC prior to publication or broadcast. Pre-vetting
approval was not obtained for this marketing communication or its placement.
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The Marketing Communications
Post 1
10.

On 2 June 2018 a video was posted to the @solibailey Instagram account that
depicts two professional surfers on a road trip, surfing and drinking XXXX
Summer Bright Lager. The XXXX Summer Bright Lager brand is included at the
start and end of the video. The post is captioned ‘Eyes on the
road @mitchcrews 👀 tripping on roads with @summerbrightlager 🚗 full edit
at @mysurftv - link in bio 🍻’.
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Post 2
11.

On 18 June 2018 the same video referred to in Post 1 was posted to the
@xxxxsummerbrightlager Instagram account. The post is captioned ‘
with Mitch Crews and soli bailey First trip kicked off in Northern NSW’.

Post 3
12.

On 23 May 2018 an image was posted to the @elisehalina Instagram account
that depicts two people overlooking coastal scenery and each holding up a bottle
of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘Van life: where everyday
is a Friday $ • 🍻 @summerbrightlager #summerbrightlarger #fleurieupeninsula
#seesouthaustralia #southaustralia #mybeautifulSA #wonderlustadelaide
#southaustralia #travelcouple #igtravel #travelandleisure #couplegoals
#creativetravelcouples #travelbloggers #ladiesgoneglobal #femmetravel
#sheisnotlost
#dametraveler
#wearetravelgirls
#girlswhotravel
#offthewellwornpath #sharetravelpics #thevisualscollective #keepexploring
#lovethisglobe #speechlessplaces #beautifulplaces #beautifuldestinations
#roamtheplanet #youmustsee #theglobewanderer’
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Post 4
13.

On 1 June 2018 an image was posted to the @xxxxsummerbrightlager Facebook
page that depicts the same two people and scenery as in Post 3 clinking bottles
of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘Cheers to living everyday
like it's Friday 🌊🍻✨📷@elisehalina @goldykilner’.

Post 5
14.

On 24 June 2018 an image was posted to the @xxxxsummerbrightlager
Facebook page that depicts a woman overlooking mountain scenery and holding
a bottle of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘Magic hour in the
Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park✨ @elisehalina watching the mountains
illuminate and shape shift as the sunsets.’
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Post 6
15.

On 15 August 2018 an image was posted to the @xxxxsummerbrightlager
Facebook page that depicts a man walking along a beach holding a ukele in one
hand and two bottles of XXXX Summer Bright Lager in the other. The post is
captioned ‘No bad days by the sea @jaxonfoale.’

Post 7
16.

On 7 June 2018 an image was posted to the @xxxxsummerbrightlager Facebook
page that depicts a group of people sitting on a beach with bottles and a carton
of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘Winter…Australia style
📷@jacktwiz’.
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Post 8
17.

On 26 January 2017 the same image included in Post 7 was posted to the
@jacktwiz Instagram account. The post is captioned ‘Best spot to kick off the
long weekend @summerbrightlager #diveintosummer #spon’

Post 9
18.

On 4 June 2017 an image was posted to the @jacktwiz Instagram account that
depicts a man on a beach at sunset drinking a bottle of XXXX Summer Bright
Lager with a group of people shown in the distance. The post is captioned
‘Nothing like a couple cold ones watching the sun go down with your mates
☀ @summerbrightlager #DiveIntoSummer #spons’
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Post 10
19.

On 11 July 2017 the same image as in Post 9 was posted to the
@xxxxsummerbrightlager Facebook page. The post is captioned ‘📷@jacktwiz’.

Post 11
20.

On 29 October 2017 an image was posted to the @jacktwiz Instagram account
that depicts two men on a beach each holding a bottle of XXXX Summer Bright
Lager and looking out to the ocean. The post is captioned ‘ Good way to end the
weekend... @summerbrightlager #diveintosummer #spon’.

Post 12
21.

On 4 March 2018 an image was posted to the @jacktwiz Instagram account that
depicts a group of people sitting on a lawn each holding a bottle of XXXX
Summer Bright Lager with the ocean in the background. The post is captioned
‘Fun few days at the @auslongboardopen finishing off the weekend with some
good friends and a couple @summerbrightlager #DiveIntoSummer #spon’
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Post 13
22.

On 4 December 2017 an image was posted to the @jacktwiz Instagram account
that depicts two people sitting on a lawn one holding a bottle of XXXX Summer
Bright Lager overlooking the ocean. The post is captioned ‘Starting Summer off
the right way @summerbrightlager “diveintosummer #spon’.

Post 14
23.

On 28 August 2017 an image was posted to the @jacktwiz Instagram account
that depicts two people sitting on a lawn each holding a bottle of XXXX Summer
Bright Lager and a six pack in front of them overlooking the ocean. The post is
captioned ‘ Good way to finish off the weekend, couple beers, a sunset and some
mates ☀ @summerbrightlager #DiveIntoSummer #spon’.

Post 15
24.

On 1 May 2017 an image was posted to the @jacktwiz Instagram account that
depicts five people each holding a bottle of XXXX Summer Bright Lager with the
sun setting over the ocean in the background. The post is captioned ‘Finishing
off a fun weekend at the Curly Mal Jam Pro. Pretty happy finishing runner up,
congrats @harleyingleby 🍻 @summerbrightlager #DiveIntoSummer #spon’.
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Post 16
25.

On 11 July 2018 an image was posted to the @xxxxsummerbrightlager
Facebook page that depicts a couple on a beach at sunset holding or drinking a
bottle of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘Love this sunset
beach bar @cleocohen
’.

Post 17
26.

On 1 August 2018 an image was posted to the @brisbanegirlsabroad Instagram
account that depicts two couples on a beach at sunset holding or drinking a bottle
of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘ Exactly where we want to
be ) Perfect way to end the day @summerbrightlager 🍻 ….’
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Post 18
27.

On 25 July 2018 an image was posted to the @brisbanegirlsabroad Instagram
account that depicts two women on a lawn by the coast at sunset holding or
drinking a bottle of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘Picnicing
in the golden hour 🌅 So good to be home after such a busy few weeks away
and then at Splendour. We both used to live on the Sunshine Coast and still
spend a lot of time there. It’s definitely one of our favourite places to not do
anything. Where’s yours? .….’

Post 19
28.

On 28 June 2018 an image was posted to the @brisbanegirlsabroad Instagram
account that depicts two women having a picnic on a mountain top clinking
bottles of XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The post is captioned ‘When you lug a
picnic up the mountain only for it to pour rain as soon as you sit down 🍻🍇🥖☔
We’ve always wanted to picnic at the top of Ngungun...didn’t quite turn out how
we expected . - have a look at our story to see what happened straight after
this picture 😂…’.
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The Complaints
29.

The complainant objects to the marketing as the posts:
a) are all marketing communications within the reasonable control of an
alcohol producer;
b) depict adults under 25 years of age that in the case of posts 1, 3, 8, 9, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19 are not within an age restricted environment;
c) posts 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19 have not applied available
age restriction controls to exclude minors from the audience;
d) posts 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19 are accessible to
Instagram users including young people aged 13-17 years who would have
directly received this post. It is highly likely that the social media influencers
would have a high number and proportion of followers who are younger
than 18 years. As a result, there is no basis for a reasonable expectation
that the audience of these posts would comprise at least 75% adults;
e) posts 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19 offer no disclosure that
clearly distinguishes the individuals that may have been paid for their
services in breach of the AANA Code of Ethics.

The ABAC Code
30.

Part 3 of the ABAC Code provides that a Marketing Communication must NOT:
(b)(iii) depict an Adult who is under 25 years of age and appears to be an
Adult unless:

•
•

they are not visually prominent or
they are not a paid model or actor and are shown in a Marketing
Communication that has been placed within an Age Restricted
environment.

(b)(iv) be directed at Minors through a breach of any of the Placement Rules.
31.

Part 4 of the ABAC Code provides that:
A breach of this Code that is reasonably unforeseeable by or outside the
reasonable control of the Marketer or their agency will be classified as a ‘no
fault breach.’

32.

Part 6 of the ABAC Code includes definitions including:
Placement Rules means:
(i)

A Marketing Communication must comply with codes regulating the
placement of alcohol marketing that have been published by Australian
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media industry bodies (for example, Commercial Television Industry
Code of Practice and Outdoor Media Association Alcohol Guidelines).
(ii)

If a media platform on which a Marketing Communication appears has
age restriction controls available, the Marketer must utilise those age
restriction controls to exclude Minors from the audience.

(iii)

If a digital, television, radio, cinema or print media platform does not
have age restriction controls available that are capable of excluding
Minors from the audience, a Marketing Communication may only be
placed where the audience is reasonably expected to comprise at least
75% Adults (based on reliable, up to date audience composition data, if
such data is available).

(iv)

A Marketing Communication must not be placed with programs or
content primarily aimed at Minors.

A Minor means a person who is under 18 years of age and therefore not legally
permitted to purchase an alcohol beverage in Australia.

The Company’s Response
33.

The Company responded to the complaint by letter dated 20 September 2018.
The principal points made by the Company were:
a) The content featuring Soli Bailey (@solibailey) and Mitch Crews
(@mitchcrews) was part of an agreement between Lion and Surfing
Australia. As part of this contract, the Surfing Australia AV team agreed to
produce and publish the XXXX Summer Bright Lager branded Four
Expeditions Documentary series. Two professional surfers were to appear
per content piece, as managed by Surfing Australia, and the contract
outlined that the talent was subject to change. In verbal negotiations with
Surfing Australia, Lion specifically referenced the need for all talent to be
over the age of 25.
b) The content featuring Jack Entwisle (@jacktwiz) was part of a brand
partnership with XXXX Summer Bright Lager. This partnership was
brokered by Lion’s media-buying agency Universal McCann (UM).
c) The content featuring Elise Halina, Josh Kilner, Jaxon Foale, Cleo
Codrington, and Brisbane Girls Abroad is part of an unpaid arrangement in
which Lion exchanged product for content to feature on Lion-owned social
channels. While Lion provided the aforementioned influencers with free
XXXX Summer Bright lager product, this was not done with any stipulation
or requirement that they must post comments or other content about XXXX
Summer Bright Lager on their social media pages. Importantly, the content
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posted on these Instagram pages was created independently by the
owner/s and posted without Lion's knowledge, authority or approval.
d) Lion is therefore of the view that posts 3, 17, 18, and 19, as outlined in the
complaint cannot be defined as marketing communications for an alcohol
beverage as defined in the ABAC Code. These posts appear on the
Instagram profiles of individuals with non-binding, unpaid arrangements
with Lion. The ABAC Guidance notes cite product placement over which a
brand owner has no reasonable control as an example of marketing
communications that are not likely to meet the reasonable control test.
Given Lion had no ability to approve or moderate this content, nor did they
appear on Lion-owned channels, these posts cannot be considered to be
within the reasonable control of the marketer (XXXX Summer Bright Lager).
e) Lion acknowledges that posts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
and 16, as outlined in the complaint can be defined as marketing
communications for an alcohol beverage as defined in the ABAC Code.
These posts either appear on the Instagram profile of individuals with a
paid arrangement with Lion, or on Lion-owned channels. Therefore, these
posts were within the reasonable control of the marketer (XXXX Summer
Bright Lager).
f)

See below a table of the listed individuals including their ages, the
percentage of their followers under 18 years of age, and the nature of the
remuneration received from Lion.

g) All the individuals who had a paid relationship with Lion and are under the
age of 25 have now removed all XXXX Summer Bright Lager content from
their social media channels. Similarly, XXXX Summer Bright Lager has
removed all content featuring individuals under the age of 25 from its
channels. Lion, however, has no reasonable control of content posted by
individuals with which it has unpaid arrangements (being posts 3, 17, 18,
and 19 referenced in the complaint).
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h) For completeness, in correspondence between Lion and Cleo Codrington,
in which Cleo was asked to confirm she was over the age of 25, she
answered untruthfully. A copy of this correspondence is attached to this
letter.
i)

Lion can only respond in relation to its own Facebook and Instagram
channels.
a. XXXX Summer Bright Lager’s Instagram and Facebook pages both
have in-built age restriction mechanisms, which mean only Facebook
and Instagram users over the age of 18 can access these pages.
b. Facebook and Instagram both use back-end technology to filter
people by their date of birth, disallowing those under the age of 18 to
access the XXXX Summer Bright lager pages. Furthermore, only
individuals over 18 years of age will be exposed to Lion’s paid
advertisements on Instagram and Facebook.
c. Audience composition data for XXXX Summer Bright Lager’s
Instagram and Facebook pages can be found attached to this letter.
In addition, audience composition data for each of the paid
influencers cited in the complaint can be found attached. This data is
only available for Instagram users with a business profile. Instagram
has confirmed that despite the fact that 1% of XXXX Summer Bright
Lager’s followers on Instagram appear to be between 13 and 17
years of age, 100% of the audience are blocked from seeing any
content if the date of birth linked to their account shows they are under
the age of 18.

j)

In light of the factors I have outlined in this letter, the posts 3, 17, 18, and
19 were outside the reasonable control of Lion, and complaints in relation
to these posts should therefore be dismissed.

k) As a responsible marketer, Lion has demonstrated a long-standing
commitment to upholding both the letter and spirit of the ABAC and AANA
Codes. Lion maintains strict internal and external processes to help ensure
this compliance.
l)

In light of the evident breaches of the ABAC Code within this complaint,
Lion has revisited its influencer policy and henceforth will require all
influencers engaged directly by Lion, or any agency acting on Lion’s behalf,
to provide full identity documentation to confirm they are 25 years or over
prior to entering into any agreement, paid or otherwise, to create digital
content for Lion’s brands.
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The Panel’s View
Introduction
34.

In the last decade the marketing of goods and services has been transformed by
the exponential growth in the reach of social media platforms. This determination
concerns the use by the Company of the platforms Facebook and Instagram to
promote the product XXXX Summer Bright Lager. The Company has its own
branded Facebook page and Instagram account and in addition its product is
referenced on the Instagram accounts of a number of private individuals. These
individuals are known as social media influencers (SMI) who have created their
own personal brand built upon their lifestyle as portrayed by images posted on
social media.

35.

SMI are a valuable addition to the marketing strategy of many companies.
People listen to influencers because they are genuine and their
recommendations about products given either expressly or by implication are
seen to be authentic. SMI marketing is subject to ABAC obligations. These
obligations arise from a combination of content standards that apply irrespective
of the media platform used and also placement rules which create differing
obligations dependent on the capability of the media platform used.

36.

The complainant has identified 19 individual Instagram posts which it is
contended breach Part 3(b) of the ABAC. The concern is that the Company
through its own social media sites and/or through the use of SMI has failed to
ensure that persons featured in the post are in all instances aged 25 or over as
required by Part 3(b)(iii) of the Code. In addition it is argued that the Company
has failed to ensure that the ABAC placement rules have been satisfied,
specifically that available age restriction controls have been used or that the
likely audience of the posts will consist of at least 75% adults.

37.

The company responds by conceding that persons under 25 years old have
appeared on some posts and for those which the Company accepts it had control
over it accepts that the Code has been breached. In other cases it argues that
some posts are not within its control and hence are not alcohol marketing
communications to which the ABAC Scheme applies. It also argues available
age restriction controls were used and to the extent audience data is accessible
it shows that the audience of the posts was overwhelmingly adults.

38.

The Panel is obliged to deal with two key issues raise by the complaint and the
Company’s response. These are:
•

Are some of the posts not alcohol marketing communications for ABAC
purposes?

•

Have available age restriction controls been utilised?

Are some of the posts outside the scope of the ABAC?
39.

The Company contends that posts 3 and 17-19 inclusive are not marketing
communications for ABAC purposes. The basis of the Company’s argument is
that the posts are from private Instagram account holders and that while Summer
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Bright Lager was referenced in the posts the Company did not cause this
reference to occur nor did it have any control over the posts.
40.

The posts in question are by Ms Elise Halina and also Ms Jai Dwyer and Ms
Hannah Lueders who have an Instagram account entitled Brisbane Girls Abroad.
Both accounts can fairly be described as SMI.

41.

There is a considerable body of marketing literature about SMI and how
marketers can best engage with influencers as part of a marketing strategy.
While far from comprehensive the following observations can be made about
marketing through SMI:
•

Gifting of products to influencers is a recognised marketing technique to
seek to have the gifted product referenced by an influencer.

•

Marketers will not have control over how a product will be portrayed by an
influencer.

•

The interface with an influencer will often be through a marketing agent
rather than a single brand owner and involve a range of products.

•

If an influencer does not reference a gifted product then it can be expected
that the particular brand owner will not supply further gifts or in the case of
a marketing agent may not provide gifts from other marketers.

•

It is good practice for the influencer to disclose that a product was gifted if
referenced in their social media posts.

42.

The Company advised that it had “non-binding and unpaid arrangements” with
Ms Halina and Brisbane Girls Abroad. It seems both influencers had provided
content to the Company to be used on the Company’s own social channels but
they had not been “paid” for this content. Rather the Company supplied both
influencers with “free” Summer Bright Lager but this was done without any
requirement that content needed to be posted on the influencers social media
channels.

43.

While the position is not entirely straightforward the Panel believes that the level
of engagement between the Company and the influencers was such as to bring
the posts within the scope of a marketing communication for ABAC purposes.
The Panel has noted:
•

Ms Halina and Brisbane Girls Abroad were selected by the Company for
direct engagement and presumably the Company (or its media agent)
considered the personal brand of the influencers as shown on their social
media accounts to be consistent with the brand attributes sought to be
associated with Summer Bright Lager.

•

Given how SMI marketing works it was reasonable to expect (even if it was
not required) that Ms Halina and Brisbane Girls Abroad would likely include
references to the product on their social media accounts.
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•

44.

Taken as a whole the Panel believes the Instagram posts can be fairly said
to have been generated by the Company consistent with the definition of a
marketing communication in the ABAC.

Accordingly the Panel considers that all of the posts were subject to ABAC
requirements including that persons featured in the posts are required to be at
least 25 years of age. With the exception of ‘Brisbane Girls Abroad’ and ‘Mitch
Crewes’ the persons featured were aged under 25 and hence Part 3(b)(iii) of the
Code has been breached for posts 1 to 16 inclusive.

Age Restriction Controls
45.

In November 2017 the ABAC was revised to include 5 placement rules which
aim to better direct alcohol marketing toward adult audiences and away from
minors. Placement Rule (ii) applies to digital marketing and provides that if a
media platform on which a marketing communication appears has age restriction
controls available the marketer must utilise those age restriction controls to
exclude minors.

46.

Since the commencement of the placement rules the Panel has sought advice
from social media companies such as Facebook and Instagram as to how age
restriction controls operated. As has been noted in previous determinations full
information on the workings of age restriction controls has not been readily
available. It has been clear that different filters and restrictions are available to
business account holders as opposed to private account holders.

47.

Up until this determination the advice received in relation to Instagram is that age
restriction controls are available to be applied to business account holders
whereas private account holders cannot access age restriction controls. More
recent advice received from Instagram is that while this is the case in the broad
the actual position is more nuanced.

48.

It seems that it is open for an Instagram personal account holder to convert their
account to a business account and access age restriction controls provided the
person also has a Facebook account. There is no charge or fee associated with
holding a business account or moving from a personal account to a business
account. Further, the age restriction capacity on business accounts is able to be
utilised at either the account level or at the level of the individual post.

49.

Advice from Instagram is that the Company account and all of the SMI accounts
with the exception of Jaxon Foale (shown in post 6) are business accounts. This
means each of the accounts upon which the 19 posts appear had age restriction
controls available.

50.

The Panel takes the requirement of placement rule (ii) as meaning that
“available” age restrictions must be applied when the media platform permits
such controls and it follows that for Instagram marketers:
•

Must use the controls on their Company or product branded accounts;
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•

Require SMI with whom the Company has commercial arrangements to
produce content on the SMI accounts to be an Instagram business account
and utilise age restriction controls

•

Require SMI with whom the Company has engaged with the intention or
aspiration that the SMI reference the Company’s product to hold a business
account and utilise age restriction controls at least in relation to all posts
referencing alcohol products.

51.

It is noted in passing that the Code provision regarding age restriction
environments has not arisen in this case as the posts were created as a result
of a commercial arrangement or generated by the Company through
engagement with SMI and the provision of the product to the influencers.

52.

It appears that age restriction controls have not been utilised by the SMI. It
follows that the requirements of placement rule (ii) have not been met in relation
to SMI posts.

53.

Accordingly the complaint is upheld.
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